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All rules for this division are standard USA rules except for the following exceptions and/or 

clarifications. Coaches are to notify umpires of these modifications to USA rules.  

 

To develop the individual player skills, it is the League’s goal to familiarize players with the concept of 

teamwork and with the responsibilities of a team-member. To accomplish this: 

1. Players will know and address all teammates by name.  

2. Coaches will familiarize players with the concept of sportsmanship. (e.g. ;) We will shake hands 

with the opponent after the game;  

3. Players will demonstrate knowledge of rules.  

4. Players will demonstrate knowledge of basic offensive and defensive strategies.  

5. Players will be able to identify parts of the softball diamond and will be able to identify the 

positions played in the game.  

6. Players will be able to identify equipment used in softball.  

7. Players will be able to assume a proper batting position in the batter’s box and demonstrate 

knowledge of the strike zone.  

8. Players will be able to hit a ball off the Pitching Machine when at bat. 

9. Players will be able to run the bases and score runs.  

10. Players will be able to assume the ready position on defense and will be able to field a ground or 

fly ball.  

11. Players will be able to make a throw to the appropriate base or cut-off player.  

 

 

1Game results must be reported by the winning coach using the online score submission found on 

the League Website. Results are to be submitted within 48 hours after the scheduled start of the 

game or both teams will record a loss. Any score not reported within 48 hours will be considered a 

forfeit for both teams.  Ensure you report scores timely to avoid any dispute. 

                                                           
1 2019 – Update Submission of Game Results 

https://www.leaguelineup.com/welcome.asp?url=windmillfastpitchsoftball
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A Coaches cannot (by joint agreement) change any rule before the game. The spirit of the game is to 

follow the USA and Windmill rules as close as possible. 

B Only registered league players will be allowed to play in the League and year-end tournament. No 

pickup players will be allowed. In order to be eligible to enter a team, all players must be registered 

with USA  

C Highlights of rules for Division 8U Games  

1. 2Coach Pitcher: Shall be a member of the offensive team’s coaching staff. 

2. After three player pitches, the offensive coach pitcher will assume the strike count and pitch 

a maximum of three pitches to complete the at-bat. The at-bat cannot end on a foul ball. A 

coach may strike a batter out.3 

3. The batter MUST swing at the third pitch no matter if it is a ball or strike. Umpire will not call 

balls and strikes on "coach pitch".4 

4. If a player pitch hits a batter, and the batter made an attempt to get out of the way, the 

batter may elect to take her base or continue to bat. 

5. Max 9 players on the field.  Three players must remain in the outfield. 

6. 5Defensive field coaches are permitted on the playing field for instructional purposes. They 

must take positions in the outfield behind the infielders and should not be a distraction to 

the offensive team. An additional defensive coach may help instruct the catcher, but must 

remain off the field of play.  

7. All players on the roster will bat in the lineup.  Unlimited defensive substitutions. 

8. Bunting off player pitch is allowed. No bunting off coach pitch. 

a. Stealing is NOT allowed.  Runners may leave the base when the ball leaves the pitcher’s 

hand and may be picked off following a pitch. Refer Base Running penalty for leaving early. 

Rule IX Section B 

9. On a dropped 3rd strike the batter is out. 

                                                           
2 2019 – change from defensive to offensive coach 

3 2017 REV player pitch and coach pitch 

4 2017 Update to reflect player pitch limitations 

5 2019 – Wording Added for Clarification 
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10. The defensive coach pitcher’s role is suspended for 2019. 

11. Parents of the defensive team are encouraged to back-up their catcher and retrieve and 

return any passed ball to the pitcher/coach. Youth must wear protective equipment. 

12. One overthrow ends the play.  

13. No Infield Fly.  

14. Maximum 4 runs each inning until final inning which is open (refer section VI Batting). 

15. Pitchers are limited to 2 innings per game, plus 1 additional if the game goes more than 4 

innings.  (1 pitch in an inning constitutes a complete inning). Note: Putting a limit on innings 

pitched will promote the development of pitcher players for future levels of play.6 

16. No walks are given. The batter must swing the bat to get on base. 

I. THE PLAYING FIELD  

A Field: The playing field is standard shape for official softball, except that bases may be a 

minimum of 50 feet apart and a maximum of 60 feet apart. 

B The pitching distance in the 8U division is 30 feet.7 8 

C An 8-foot radius circle centered on the front of the pitchers rubber is used.  

II. EQUIPMENT  

A. Jewelry and Medical Alert:  

Jewelry shall not be worn on the playing field during an official game (i.e. earrings, metal hair clips, 

watches, wristbands, bracelets, etc...)  

a. Newly pierced post style earrings may be worn provided they are properly covered by 

medical tape or a Band-Aid.  

b. Medical alert bracelets and necklaces are not jewelry and may be worn provided necklaces 

are tucked inside the shirt and bracelets are taped to the body in such a fashion that the 

medical alert information is visible.  

c. Sunglasses, excluding mirror style, may be worn.  

                                                           
6 2017 Added -  play for higher levels 

7 2017 - Pitching distance change … was 32 feet 

8 2018 – Pitching distance change … was 35 feet 
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B. Protective Equipment (Batting Helmets and Defensive Face Masks):  

a. Catchers must wear catcher’s masks and equipment.  

b. A batting helmet with a NOCSAE approved face mask shall be worn by all offensive players 

when in fair or foul territory on the playing field. Chin straps are optional.  

c. The pitcher will wear a helmet with face mask or a fielder’s face mask while playing 

defense. Mouth pieces are recommended for all players. Parents are highly encouraged to 

purchase a defensive face guard for their daughter to wear when she is on the playing field.9 

C. Balls: The official League softball is the Diamond 11 inch optic yellow reduced compression softball; 

Diamond DRC-11RFPSC. Six balls will be provided by the League and handed out at the spring 

coaches meeting. 

  

III. PLAYERS, COACHES, SUBSTITUTES  

A. 10Players: A player is defined as any youth of the proper age as of December 31 of the prior year to 

the current spring/summer season. A team must have the minimum number of players present in 

the dugout or team area to start or continue a game. The minimum number of players at the 8U 

level is six (6).  

B. Up to nine players appear on defense, six infielders and three outfielders. Play games with as few as 

six players. Less than 6 players is a forfeit however the game should still be played for the girls 

benefit. If a team does not have six (6) players and subject to the approval of both coaches, players 

may be shared between teams so that the girls can still play a game.  

C 11Must Play Rule: All players present must play a minimum of 2 innings on defense. Defensive 

substitutions can take place after the 1st inning or must after the 3rd inning.  

Coaches are asked to teach position concepts and not assign player positions at this level. Coaches 

should try to play girls at least half the time in the infield each game. Teams are encouraged to 

                                                           
9 Updated protective equipment 

10 Added – preceding the year of play 

11 Deleted except pitchers 
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rotate players between infield and outfield so they can gain experience. However, a player’s safety 

shall always be considered before placing a player in the infield. 

Exception: If a player is present but is injured or is being disciplined by the coach, and will NOT be 

playing, the home plate umpire and opposing coach MUST BE NOTIFIED PRIOR TO THE START OF 

THE GAME. 

D  Players Arriving Late: If a player arrives late to the game, that player shall be inserted in the last 

position in the batting order. Players may be inserted in the line-up at any time they arrive. 

a. The coach has the option of playing or benching a late arriving player.  

b. If the coach decides to play the player, the player must be inserted at the end of the line - 

up. This must also be noted in the scorebook. 

C. Players Leaving Early: There shall be no penalty if a player must leave the game or leave the game 

early. Any player who must leave the game will NOT be called out each time she would have been at 

bat. 

D. Defensive Substitutes: Defensive substitutions may be made at the coach’s discretion and do not 

need to be reported to the opponent.  

E. Injured Players: An injured player may reenter the game with the exception of possible head injury. 

Safety of player is top priority.  

IV.THE GAME  

A Starting Times: Consult the website schedule for all game times and locations. Weekday games 

are played on Wednesdays starting at 6:00 p.m.12  

B Umpires: Teenagers possessing knowledge of baseball/softball may umpire. Youth umpire are 

aged 13 years or older and must look and act like an umpire. The umpire is to be treated with 

respect at all times. Games may have a youth umpire. To be eligible to be a youth umpire, one 

must have completed the 7th grade (13 years old) and attend the umpire training sessions or 

are knowledgeable in softball or baseball. The umpire is to dress appropriately for games and 

behave in a professional manner. Umpires are to be treated with respect at all times.13 

1. The program is an excellent way to develop leadership, responsibility, and confidence.  

                                                           
12 2017 - Time note 6 pm start 

13 Eligibility, dress and manner   
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2. The intention is that the games will be a learning experience for the umpires as well as 

the players. Coaches are responsible for the behavior of parents and other fans.  

3. If no youth umpire is available, the home team shall provide one volunteer to umpire 

the game. If the home team cannot provide a volunteer, the other team may provide 

one.  

4. If no umpire is available, the offensive coach calls balls and strikes from behind the 

pitcher. The umpire will call balls and strikes for both player pitch and coach pitch.  

D Starting Line-ups: Starting line-ups must include the names and uniform numbers of the players 

present.  

E Game Balls: Home team shall provide two game balls prior to the start of the game (one new 

and one good used). Balls are to be picked up at the spring coaches meeting.  

F Home Team/Third Base Dugout: Home team will normally occupy the third base dugout. An 

exception is that in the event of a double header, teams will not change dugouts, regardless of 

whether they are the home or visiting team for the second game. 

G Infield Fly: There is no infield fly rule. Runners may not tag up and advance on caught balls in the 

infield. A player may advance if not caught. 

H Warm-ups Prior to Game:  

1. Batting practice is confined to the grass outfield in fair or foul territory.  

2. Pitching practice and infield practice, time permitting, is allowed in fair territory of the 

infield, prior to the start of the game.  

I Game Length: Scheduled game time is 6:00 pm. Game playing time is 1 hour 30 minutes, or 6 

innings, whichever comes first. No new inning after 75 minutes from the scheduled start time. 14  

1. Once the 75 minute playing time has passed, no new inning may begin.  

2. Teams may conclude an inning, but drop dead time limit is one hour and thirty minutes.  

J During the regular season, if a game is tied after regulation, the game will end in a tie. No extra 

innings will be played. A half-inning ends when the defensive team achieves three outs or the 

offensive team scores four runs.  

                                                           
14 2017 change of game times 
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K Score: Score shall be kept during games and reported by the winning coach within 48 hours on 

the league website.  

L Rescheduled Games: Games cancelled due to weather do not have to be played. If the coaches 

would like to play, they must inform the league coordinator of the rescheduled games.  

V. Fielding Positions and Positioning of Players:  

A Each team will play with 6 infielders – C, P, 1B, 2B, 3B and SS and 3 outfielders.  

B All outfielders must be positioned on the grass or if no grass a minimum of 10 feet behind the 

bases.  

1. Outfielders are not permitted to move into the infield to make the first attempt on a ball 

hit to an infield position.  

2. Outfielders may not run base runners down after fielding a ground ball as a first out 

attempt.  

3. Outfielders may only cover a base on over throws, run downs, etc. Basically any play 

that pulls the normal fielders away from the base and leaves it uncovered.  

C Two defensive coaches may be on the field to coach between plays. Any defensive coach must 

stand in the outfield (on the grass) behind players.15 An additional defensive coach may help 

instruct the catcher, but must remain off the field of play. 

D Pitcher and Catcher “Hurry-up” Rules 

As this is a NEW division in 2016 and instructional the games can run long.  To ensure an 

efficient use of time, giving the girls as much time as possible to play, the following rules to 

speed the game up will be observed.  

E Catcher on offense is ready in dugout before half inning ends, unless on base or the last batter 

F Catcher keeps shin guards on in on deck circle unless she is guaranteed to come to the plate 

G If the catcher is not ready to warm up the pitcher at the start of the inning, a coach (not another 

player without catching equipment on) will warm up the pitcher 

H Pitcher gets three pitches between innings to warm up and then catcher throws down 

I Courtesy runner is MANDATORY for next inning’s catcher with two outs and optional with less 

than two outs.  Runner must be the last batter out. 

                                                           
15 2017 REV deleted the defensive coach pitcher 
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V. PITCHING REGULATIONS  

A Clinics: It is recommended that player pitchers regularly attend pitching clinics to pitch in games.  

B Pitching Motion: Player pitchers may use a slingshot or windmill motion. Coaches should try to 

teach a legal pitching motion, but there is no illegal pitch in the 8U division.  

C Innings: Pitchers are limited to 2 innings per game, plus 1 additional if the game goes more than 

4 innings.  (1 pitch in an inning constitutes a complete inning) 

D The innings do not need to be in consecutive order. Pitchers who are removed from the defense 

may return to pitch at any time during the game as long as pitching eligibility is considered. 

E Balls and Strikes: Balls and strikes will be called on each pitch.  

1. The strike zone will be such that it encourages the batters to swing. It is recommended that 

the strike zone be between the bottom of the knee and the highest shoulder and one ball 

width inside and two ball width outside so that batters are encouraged to be “hitters” rather 

than “watchers.”  

2. Pitcher starts each pitch with both feet on or in contact with the pitching rubber - If the 

batter receives three strikes from the pitcher, whether swinging or called strike by umpire, 

the batter is retired by strike out.   

3. Called strikeouts will retire the batter and the batter will not advance to first base.16 

4. Foul pitches, whether by player or pitching coach, will count as a strike, except for third 

strike. No third strike can be called on a foul ball. 

5. 17After three player pitches, the offensive coach pitcher will assume the strike count and 

pitch a maximum of three pitches to complete the at-bat. The at-bat cannot end on a foul 

ball. A coach may strike a batter out.18 

6. The batter MUST swing at the third pitch no matter if it is a ball or strike. Umpire will not call 

balls and strikes on "coach pitch".19 

                                                           
16 2017 Deleted coach pitcher 

17 2019 Substituted offensive coach for defensive coach 

18 2017 REV player pitch and coach pitch 

19 2017 Update to reflect player pitch limitations 
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7. There are no walks. If batter does not make contact on pitching coach's third pitch, the 

batter is retired. No walks are given. The batter must swing the bat to get on base. 

D. 20Coach Pitcher: Shall be a member of the offensive team’s coaching staff, and shall pitch the ball to each 

batter of the opposing team in an underhand motion at a speed consistent with that of the player pitcher. 

The defensive coach pitcher’s role is to help players hit the ball so that defensive players can play 

successfully. This role is suspended for 2019 21 At the umpire’s discretion he/she may allow the coach-

pitcher to move forward from the pitching rubber to a position that will allow them to deliver a hittable 

ball to the batter.  

E. If a batted ball hits the coach pitcher, the play is dead, runners return to their bases, and the 

batter resume her at-bat. The pitch does not count as one of the coach's three pitches.  

VI. BATTING  

A On deck batter will stand on the same side as the batter during warm-up inside the circle. (If the 

home team (3B dugout) has a left -handed batter at the plate, the on deck batter will move to 

the visiting side on-deck circle. This is to minimize the risk of on-deck player being hit by batter 

B Batting Order: The teams will use a continuous batting order which includes every player on the 

team attending the game. The order of batting stays the same from inning to inning.  

C Maximum Runs Per Inning: Once a team scores four runs or has made three outs, whichever 

comes first, the side shall retire. In the next inning, the batting order resumes to the player 

batting after the last out of the previous inning.  

D All innings except the final inning will be 4 run limit or three outs whichever comes first. Final 

inning will be one time through the batting order or three outs. If the teams don’t have an equal 

number of players, the number of batters will be the same as the roster with the most players. 

(One team with 9 and one team with 10, both teams’ bat 10 players or three outs). 

E Bunting: Batters may bunt pitches from a player pitcher only. Batters who show a bunt must 

bunt. There is no fake bunting allowed in this division. Drag bunting and slap bunting are 

allowed.  

                                                           
20 2019 Offensive coach becomes pitcher 

21 2017 Clarification : role of the opposing coach pitcher 
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F Player Pitch Hitting Batter:  

a. If the batter does not make an attempt to get out of the way, they will continue with 

their at bat and will not be awarded first base.   

b. If a player pitch hits a batter, and the batter made an attempt to get out of the way, the 

batter may elect to take her base or continue to bat. If the player is uninjured she 

should be encouraged to continue her at bat. Exception: A runner cannot advance home 

on a hit by pitch when the bases are loaded. With the bases loaded, the batter will 

continue to bat.   

c. If the batter continues to bat, the coach pitcher relieves the player pitcher for this batter 

and pitches a maximum of three pitches regardless of the previous strike count from 

the player pitcher. If the pitch is not put into play by the last pitch, the batter is out. 

(Exception: If the last pitch is a foul ball, pitching continues until the ball is hit and put in 

play or the batter is called out.) 22 

VII. BATTER-RUNNER AND RUNNER  

A. Advancement  

1. No base runner may advance to any additional bases to which they are approaching when a 

defensive player throws the ball. 

a. Runners may take additional bases if the ball is in the outfield. Once the ball is thrown 

into the infield runners must stop at the next approaching base. Runners cannot 

advance on an overthrow to any base. 

b. For balls hit fair to the outfield all runners may continue to advance until the ball is back 

in the infield, play will stop when the ball reaches the infield. Even if it is not in the 

possession of a fielder. Control of the ball is not necessary.  

2. If between bases, the batter-runner/baserunner may continue to the next base at risk of being 

tagged out. 

3. Runners that advance, but were less than half way to the next base (in the judgment of the 

umpires), may be sent back to the prior base once the play has stopped.  

                                                           
22 2017 lifted strike count on hit batter 
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4. Runners may tag up and attempt to advance on caught fly balls (with less than 2 outs) in the 

outfield.  

5. Runners may not tag up and advance on caught balls in the infield.  

6. For balls not hit out of the infield, all existing base runners on base may not advance any more 

bases than the batter does on a batted ball hit to the infield.  

a. Example: Runner on 1st and 2nd, the ball is hit to the shortstop that attempts to throw 

the ball to second base, but overthrows the ball into the outfield. Ruling: advancing 

runners stop at 2nd and also at 3rd while batter is safe at 1st. When a ball is hit to the 

outfield, all runners may advance to and only to the bases they are going to at the time 

the ball enters the infield area regardless if the ball stays in play or not.  

b. This rule forces the outfielders not only to go after and field the ball, but to throw the 

ball into and toward the bases. 

VIII.  Overthrows:  

A If a ball is thrown out of the field of play, the ball is dead and runners advance one base beyond the 

base to which they were advancing at the moment the ball left the fielding thrower’s hand.  

B On an overthrow, runners may continue to the base they were running when the defensive player 

threw the ball. They must stop when reaching the base. One overthrow ends the play. 

I. Exception: When a throw is made to first base in an attempt to get the batter out and the 

first baseman misses the throw the batter-runner is free to attempt to advance to second at 

her own’ risk if the base is not occupied.  

II. All other runners can advance at their own risk from the base they occupied when the ball 

was hit.  

III. The first baseman is allowed to retrieve the overthrow and make the out or receive a throw 

from an outfielder backing up the play if the batter has not yet reached the base. 

IX. Base Running:  

A Leading Off:  

1. Base runner(s) may take a lead of 2-3 steps off the base when the ball is released from the 

pitcher’s hand. Players may not advance on a ball thrown to the base, but must return to 

that base. Runners may not advance on a catcher’s overthrow back to the pitcher. 
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B Base runners are allowed to leave the base before the ball reaches the plate. However, they must 

stay on the base until the ball leaves the pitcher’s hand.  In the case of a runner leaving early, the 

runner is not called out on the game’s first offense. In most situations, the runner returns to her base 

and each team receives a warning. Penalties: A player is out if she leaves the base before she is 

legally allowed to do so. If this happens, the runner is immediately out and a dead ball is declared by 

the umpire. This means that the result of the play does not count including a ball or strike against a 

batter or the result of the ball being hit into play. Any other base runners remain at their original 

base.  

C In the event that a pinch runner is needed, the pinch runner shall be the player that committed the 

last out. If there have been no outs, the pinch runner will be the last batter on the roster for that 

inning.  

X. STEALING:  

A Base Stealing is not allowed in this division including home.  

XI. DROPPED THIRD STRIKE:  

A No dropped third strike. Runners may not advance. 

XII. DEFENSE: 

A All defensive players must be even with the Pitcher or farther back. No defensive player, except the 

catcher, can be closer to the batter than the Pitcher. 

B  A defensive player must make a throw to the base at which she is attempting to make an out as 

opposed to running to the base after fielding the ball. (Refer to exceptions). We are trying to teach 

and encourage “softball plays”.  

C Exceptions to this would be the first baseman at first base, second baseman at second base, 

shortstop can go to second or third base, pitcher at home plate if she is backing up a throw to the 

catcher or to first if the ball is in front of the runner, and third baseman at third base.  

1. This will be a judgment call of the umpire. The runner will be called safe if the umpire deems 

that this rule is violated.  

2. Coaches, please use common sense with this rule.  If it is a true softball play, then it is allowed.  

Ex: the pitcher picks up the ball in front of the runner - she can tag her out - if she's one or two 

steps behind the runner, she can tag her out.  She can't chase her down the base path unless the 

runner is in a pickle.   
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C. Dead Ball: A dead ball is when the pitcher (manager/coach) or player pitcher possesses the ball within 

the pitcher’s circle, and no play is made on a base runner(s) by the pitcher. While the ball is dead, no 

runner may be put out, advance or score. Runner(s) must retreat to the base(s) they had previously 

occupied.  

XII. PROTESTS  

There shall be no protests in the 8U division. 

XIII. CRASH RULING  

The following rules shall govern the “crash rule,” i.e.: the situation involving contact between fielders 

and base runners at any base including home. 

A A base runner is not required to slide at any time. However, if a fielder clearly has possession of 

the ball and is waiting for the base runner, then it is the responsibility of the base runner to 

avoid contact with the fielder. If contact is made, it must be in an attempt to slide. 

B A fielder cannot block the base or baseline without clear possession of the ball. Runners have 

the right of way on the base paths, and will not be called out if having to run around a fielder 

not involved in the play. Fielders should stay clear of the base paths when not involved in a play. 

Runners have the right of way and should not be impeded by a fielder not involved in the play.  

C When waiting for a thrown ball, the fielder (including the catcher) must be positioned out of the 

baseline. Straddling the base is not out of the baseline. A fielder can move toward the base 

runner only when in clear possession of the ball. 

PENALTIES FOR CRASH RULING: 

A If a base runner makes contact with a fielder in clear possession of the ball other than in an 

attempt to slide, an immediate dead ball will be called. The base runner will be called out. If the 

base runner deliberately contacts the fielder with great force, the base runner is subject to 

ejection in addition to being called out. All other base runners are returned to the last base 

touched at the time of the dead ball. 

B If a fielder is blocking the baseline and does not have clear possession of the ball, any contact 

(other than deliberate contact by either player) shall be ruled obstruction; and bases shall be 

granted accordingly.  
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C When the fielder, base runner, and ball arrive simultaneously at a base, the umpire will rule on 

any illegal or unnecessary contact that may occur. In any case, no player may initiate deliberate 

contact without being subject to penalties. 

 


